**Abstract:** In metallurgical and chemical engineering processes, the gas–liquid–liquid multiphase flow phenomenon is often encountered. The movement of bubbles in the liquid, and the influence of bubbles on the liquid–liquid interface, have been the focus of extensive research. In the present work, an air–water–oil system was used to explore the movement of bubbles and the phenomenon that occurs when bubbles pass through an interface with various oil viscosities at various gas flow rates. The results show that bubble movement is greatly influenced by the viscosity of the oil at low gas flow rates. The type of phase entrainment and the jet height was changed when increasing the gas flow rate. The stability of the water–oil interface was enhanced with increasing viscosity of the oil phase.
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finite volume method to predict the flow field and the penetration stage when a bubble rises through a water–oil interface. Some other simulation methods, including smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) [13] and the multiphase particle method [14], have also been used to model gas bubbles passing through liquid–liquid interfaces.

In the current study, we simulated a slag–metal system using a water–oil system under cold experimental conditions and investigated the movement of bubbles and their behavior when they passed at various flow rates through a water–oil interface. The effects of different oil viscosities on bubble behavior were studied. We found that bubble movement is greatly influenced by the viscosity of the oil at low gas flow rates, whereas the movement of bubbles is more complex at high flow rates.

2. Experimental

A cold-water model was established for investigating both bubble motion (e.g., the path of movement, rising velocity, breakage, and coalescence) for a bubble crossing the liquid–liquid interface and the variation of the interfacial phenomena with bubble motion. Water and silicone oil were selected to investigate the liquid–liquid movement. Air was injected from a bottom nozzle to the lower phase (water). The nozzle diameter was 2 mm. The vessel was 500 mm in length (L) and 100 mm in width (W). The liquid height was 210 mm, and the height ratio between the water and silicone oil was 2:1. Silicone oils with different viscosities (shown in Table 1) were used [15,16], and the water was colored red to obtain a clear interface. The bubble and interface movements were recorded with a high-speed camera (HiSpec 5). The gas dispersion process was recorded from the moment of injection and 500 frames per second were captured until the flow field was stable for a duration of 30 s. The experimental system is shown in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Kinematic Viscosity, cSt</th>
<th>Density, kg/m³</th>
<th>Interface Tension, mN/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>956</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Experimental setup.
3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Bubble Shape and Moving Path

Figure 2 shows the bubbles’ shape changing with the gas flow rate. At a low gas flow rate of 20–40 mL/min, the bubbles with diameters of 2–3 mm were spherical in shape. At an increased gas flow rate of 60–500 mm, the shape of the injected bubbles changed to be ellipsoidal and the bubbles’ diameters were 3–5 mm. With a further increase of gas flow (1000–1500 mL/min), the bubbles became mushroom-shaped and more irregular. The bubbles’ sizes were about 10–20 mm.

![Figure 2. Bubble shape at different gas flow rate with oil phase viscosity of 50 cSt.](image)

Figure 3 shows the bubble movement path and the interface fluctuation when it passed through the water–oil interface. The gas formed spherical bubbles after being ejected through the nozzle, and the shape of the bubbles subsequently changed from ellipsoidal or coronal during ascension because of the difference in internal and external pressures. When a bubble was close to the water–oil interface, its movement path deviated, resulting in a different ascending trajectory because of interface fluctuation caused by the impact of previous bubbles. The velocity of a bubble decreased rapidly, and the bubble surface pressure became uniform when it passed through the water–oil interface. It then ascended in a spherical shape while driving the interface upward. In addition, when the bubble entered the oil phase from the water, the surface of the bubble covered the water-phase liquid film, resulting in entrainment.

![Figure 3. Bubble shape, movement path, and interfluctuation.](image)
3.2. Bubble Residence Time at Liquid–Liquid Interface

Figure 4 shows that the heights to which the bubble rose varied with time when oil phases with different viscosities were used. The difference in density and interfacial tension between the oil phases is very small (Table 1). Parameters $T_1$, $T_2$, and $T_3$ are the times for a bubble to cross the water–oil interface. The interface is more easily broken when the oil has a low kinematic viscosity, thus, the bubble would cross using a shorter route and in less time. With an increase in the oil kinematic viscosity, the “elasticity” of the interface is enhanced, where bubbles should overcome the higher viscous resistance to rising. The bubbles require more time to cross an oil phase with higher viscosity.

![Bubble rising heights at different times ($Q = 50$ mL/min).](image)

3.3. Bubble Rising Velocity

Figure 5 shows the distribution of bubble velocity at different heights with a low gas flow rate $Q = 50$ mL/min. As a result of the low gas flow rate, bubbles formed with lower frequency, lower velocity, and a smaller size after the gas was emitted from the nozzle. Thus, small bubbles interacted one by one with the water–oil interface. This figure reveals that the velocity of bubbles increased linearly in the water-phase (black points) and decreased when they began to pass through the interface (red points). When a bubble left the surface, its velocity was minimum. It then entered the oil phase. However, the velocity was lower in the oil phase than in the water-phase because of the high viscosity of the silicone oil (blue points). In addition, region 2 became larger with increasing oil viscosity.

As shown in Figure 6, about five bubbles were tracked to measure the bubbles’ rising velocity. The blue points show the bubbles with a decreasing velocity caused by interface interaction, the red points show bubbles with a decreasing velocity caused by bubble breakage and the green points show the bubbles with an increasing velocity caused by bubble aggregation. When the gas flow rate was increased, the bubble flow was no longer one by one but rather continuous and even. The shape of the interface, therefore, changed dramatically. Because of the instability of the bubble shape, fragmentation, accumulation, and the influence of interface fluctuation, the change in large-bubble velocity can be divided into four stages during the rising process. The bubble velocity varied with height. In region 1, the bubbles’ velocity increased during the rising process. When the bubble moved to region 2, the velocity of a bubble was reduced because the shape of the bubble changed during ascent. The shape and velocity of the bubble affected each other, so the velocity changed periodically. In region 3, the improvement in bubble shape caused the increasing of bubbles’ velocity. The velocity was hampered by the fluctuation of the interface in region 4. As the viscosity increases, the difference in velocity between the bubbles at the top and bottom becomes smaller and the location of bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle.
Entrainment occurs when a bubble enters a new phase. Entrainment occurs via four main mechanisms, as shown in Figure 7:

(a) microscale entrainment, (b) mesoscale entrainment, (c) large-scale entrainment and (d) mixed entrainment with viscosity.

In summary, entrainment in the oil phase was mainly produced via mechanisms (a) microscale entrainment, (b) mesoscale entrainment, (c) large-scale entrainment and (d) mixed entrainment with viscosity. As shown in Figure 7a, the micro water-phase entrainment in the oil phase was generated one by one with the water–oil interface. This figure reveals that the change in large-bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle. In region 1, the bubbles' velocity increased during the rising process. When the bubble moved to region 2, the velocity of a bubble was reduced because the shape of the bubble changed during ascent. The shape and velocity of the bubble affected each other, so the velocity changed periodically. The stability of the bubble shape, fragmentation, accumulation, and the influence of interface fluctuation, the change in large-bubble entrainment is difficult to separate from the oil phase layer. When increasing oil viscosity, the interface becomes closer to the nozzle. The micro water-phase entrainment generated in this case was sensitively disturbed by the interfacial fracture when a bubble crosses the interface at a low gas flow rate. For gas flow rates of >100 mL/min, the oil and water interface became closer, the micro-scale entrainment became less, and the mesoscale entrainment dominated. As shown in Figure 7b, at gas flow rates of <100 mL/min. The size of the mesoscale entrainment increases when the gas flow rate is increased. This study considered methods for oil layer separation for gas flow rates of <100 mL/min. The size of the mesoscale entrainment increases when the gas flow rate is increased. The second mechanism of water-phase entrainment at the mesoscale was an oil film escaping from the interface, which is more difficult to break. As shown in Figure 7c, at large gas flow rates (100–500 mL/min), the unstable water/oil interface generated would reach the top surface of the oil phase. Large-scale water-phase entrainment occurred via breakage of the column interface. The large-scale entrainment in this case would be hampered by the fluctuation of the interface in region 4. As the viscosity increases, the difference in velocity between the bubbles at the top and bottom becomes smaller and the location of bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle.

In region 3, the bubbles with an increasing velocity caused by bubble aggregation. When the gas flow rate was <50 mL/min), the micro water-phase entrainment generated in this case was sensitively disturbed by the interfacial fracture when a bubble crosses the interface at a low gas flow rate. As shown in Figure 7d, the mixed entrainment took a long time to separate. As shown in Figure 7e, the mixed entrainment took a long time to separate. The last mechanism was associated with higher gas flow rates (>1000 mL/min). The oil and water interface becomes closer, the micro-scale entrainment became less, and the mesoscale entrainment dominated. As shown in Figure 7f, at large gas flow rates (100–500 mL/min), the unstable water/oil interface generated would reach the top surface of the oil phase. Large-scale water-phase entrainment occurred via breakage of the column interface. The large-scale entrainment in this case would be hampered by the fluctuation of the interface in region 4. As the viscosity increases, the difference in velocity between the bubbles at the top and bottom becomes smaller and the location of bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle. In summary, entrainment in the oil phase was mainly produced via mechanisms (a) microscale entrainment, (b) mesoscale entrainment, (c) large-scale entrainment and (d) mixed entrainment with viscosity.

Firstly, as shown in Figure 7a, the micro water-phase entrainment in the oil phase was generated one by one with the water–oil interface. This figure reveals that the change in large-bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle. In region 1, the bubbles' velocity increased during the rising process. When the bubble moved to region 2, the velocity of a bubble was reduced because the shape of the bubble changed during ascent. The shape and velocity of the bubble affected each other, so the velocity changed periodically. The stability of the bubble shape, fragmentation, accumulation, and the influence of interface fluctuation, the change in large-bubble entrainment is difficult to separate from the oil phase layer. When increasing oil viscosity, the interface becomes closer to the nozzle. The micro water-phase entrainment generated in this case was sensitively disturbed by the interfacial fracture when a bubble crosses the interface at a low gas flow rate. For gas flow rates of >100 mL/min, the oil and water interface became closer, the micro-scale entrainment became less, and the mesoscale entrainment dominated. As shown in Figure 7b, at gas flow rates of <100 mL/min. The size of the mesoscale entrainment increases when the gas flow rate is increased. This study considered methods for oil layer separation for gas flow rates of <100 mL/min. The size of the mesoscale entrainment increases when the gas flow rate is increased. The second mechanism of water-phase entrainment at the mesoscale was an oil film escaping from the interface, which is more difficult to break. As shown in Figure 7c, at large gas flow rates (100–500 mL/min), the unstable water/oil interface generated would reach the top surface of the oil phase. Large-scale water-phase entrainment occurred via breakage of the column interface. The large-scale entrainment in this case would be hampered by the fluctuation of the interface in region 4. As the viscosity increases, the difference in velocity between the bubbles at the top and bottom becomes smaller and the location of bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle. In summary, entrainment in the oil phase was mainly produced via mechanisms (a) microscale entrainment, (b) mesoscale entrainment, (c) large-scale entrainment and (d) mixed entrainment with viscosity.

Firstly, as shown in Figure 7a, the micro water-phase entrainment in the oil phase was generated one by one with the water–oil interface. This figure reveals that the change in large-bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle. In region 1, the bubbles' velocity increased during the rising process. When the bubble moved to region 2, the velocity of a bubble was reduced because the shape of the bubble changed during ascent. The shape and velocity of the bubble affected each other, so the velocity changed periodically. The stability of the bubble shape, fragmentation, accumulation, and the influence of interface fluctuation, the change in large-bubble entrainment is difficult to separate from the oil phase layer. When increasing oil viscosity, the interface becomes closer to the nozzle. The micro water-phase entrainment generated in this case was sensitively disturbed by the interfacial fracture when a bubble crosses the interface at a low gas flow rate. For gas flow rates of >100 mL/min, the oil and water interface became closer, the micro-scale entrainment became less, and the mesoscale entrainment dominated. As shown in Figure 7b, at gas flow rates of <100 mL/min. The size of the mesoscale entrainment increases when the gas flow rate is increased. This study considered methods for oil layer separation for gas flow rates of <100 mL/min. The size of the mesoscale entrainment increases when the gas flow rate is increased. The second mechanism of water-phase entrainment at the mesoscale was an oil film escaping from the interface, which is more difficult to break. As shown in Figure 7c, at large gas flow rates (100–500 mL/min), the unstable water/oil interface generated would reach the top surface of the oil phase. Large-scale water-phase entrainment occurred via breakage of the column interface. The large-scale entrainment in this case would be hampered by the fluctuation of the interface in region 4. As the viscosity increases, the difference in velocity between the bubbles at the top and bottom becomes smaller and the location of bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle. In summary, entrainment in the oil phase was mainly produced via mechanisms (a) microscale entrainment, (b) mesoscale entrainment, (c) large-scale entrainment and (d) mixed entrainment with viscosity.

Firstly, as shown in Figure 7a, the micro water-phase entrainment in the oil phase was generated one by one with the water–oil interface. This figure reveals that the change in large-bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle. In region 1, the bubbles' velocity increased during the rising process. When the bubble moved to region 2, the velocity of a bubble was reduced because the shape of the bubble changed during ascent. The shape and velocity of the bubble affected each other, so the velocity changed periodically. The stability of the bubble shape, fragmentation, accumulation, and the influence of interface fluctuation, the change in large-bubble entrainment is difficult to separate from the oil phase layer. When increasing oil viscosity, the interface becomes closer to the nozzle. The micro water-phase entrainment generated in this case was sensitively disturbed by the interfacial fracture when a bubble crosses the interface at a low gas flow rate. For gas flow rates of >100 mL/min, the oil and water interface became closer, the micro-scale entrainment became less, and the mesoscale entrainment dominated. As shown in Figure 7b, at gas flow rates of <100 mL/min. The size of the mesoscale entrainment increases when the gas flow rate is increased. This study considered methods for oil layer separation for gas flow rates of <100 mL/min. The size of the mesoscale entrainment increases when the gas flow rate is increased. The second mechanism of water-phase entrainment at the mesoscale was an oil film escaping from the interface, which is more difficult to break. As shown in Figure 7c, at large gas flow rates (100–500 mL/min), the unstable water/oil interface generated would reach the top surface of the oil phase. Large-scale water-phase entrainment occurred via breakage of the column interface. The large-scale entrainment in this case would be hampered by the fluctuation of the interface in region 4. As the viscosity increases, the difference in velocity between the bubbles at the top and bottom becomes smaller and the location of bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle. In summary, entrainment in the oil phase was mainly produced via mechanisms (a) microscale entrainment, (b) mesoscale entrainment, (c) large-scale entrainment and (d) mixed entrainment with viscosity.

Firstly, as shown in Figure 7a, the micro water-phase entrainment in the oil phase was generated one by one with the water–oil interface. This figure reveals that the change in large-bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle. In region 1, the bubbles' velocity increased during the rising process. When the bubble moved to region 2, the velocity of a bubble was reduced because the shape of the bubble changed during ascent. The shape and velocity of the bubble affected each other, so the velocity changed periodically. The stability of the bubble shape, fragmentation, accumulation, and the influence of interface fluctuation, the change in large-bubble entrainment is difficult to separate from the oil phase layer. When increasing oil viscosity, the interface becomes closer to the nozzle. The micro water-phase entrainment generated in this case was sensitively disturbed by the interfacial fracture when a bubble crosses the interface at a low gas flow rate. For gas flow rates of >100 mL/min, the oil and water interface became closer, the micro-scale entrainment became less, and the mesoscale entrainment dominated. As shown in Figure 7b, at gas flow rates of <100 mL/min. The size of the mesoscale entrainment increases when the gas flow rate is increased. This study considered methods for oil layer separation for gas flow rates of <100 mL/min. The size of the mesoscale entrainment increases when the gas flow rate is increased. The second mechanism of water-phase entrainment at the mesoscale was an oil film escaping from the interface, which is more difficult to break. As shown in Figure 7c, at large gas flow rates (100–500 mL/min), the unstable water/oil interface generated would reach the top surface of the oil phase. Large-scale water-phase entrainment occurred via breakage of the column interface. The large-scale entrainment in this case would be hampered by the fluctuation of the interface in region 4. As the viscosity increases, the difference in velocity between the bubbles at the top and bottom becomes smaller and the location of bubble aggregation becomes closer to the nozzle. In summary, entrainment in the oil phase was mainly produced via mechanisms (a) microscale entrainment, (b) mesoscale entrainment, (c) large-scale entrainment and (d) mixed entrainment with viscosity.
3.4. Liquid–Liquid Interface Distribution and Phase Entrainment

Entrainment occurs when a bubble enters a new phase. Entrainment occurs via four main mechanisms, as shown in Figure 7:

(a) Firstly, as shown in Figure 7a, the micro water-phase entrainment in the oil phase was generated by the interfacial fracture when a bubble crosses the interface at a low gas flow rate ($Q < 50 \text{ mL/min}$). The micro water-phase entrainment generated in this case was sensitively disturbed by the fluid flow and dropped very slowly without gas injection. The micro water-phase entrainment is difficult to separate from the oil phase layer. When increasing oil viscosity, the micro water-phase entrainment will be intensified.

(b) The second mechanism of water-phase entrainment at the mesoscale was an oil film escaping from the bubble surface, as shown in Figure 7b. This path was the main entrainment generation method at gas flow rates of $<100 \text{ mL/min}$. The size of the mesoscale entrainment increases when increasing the gas flow rate and separates from the oil phase layer quickly without gas injection.

(c) As shown in Figure 7c, at large gas flow rates (100–500 mL/min), the unstable water/oil interface generated would reach the top surface of the oil phase. Large-scale water-phase entrainment occurred via breakage of the column interface. The large-scale entrainment in this case would quickly drop to the water phase. Increasing the oil viscosity could strengthen the water/oil interface, which is more difficult to break.

(d) The last mechanism was associated with higher gas flow rates (>1000 mL/min). The oil and water mixed and penetrated each other with strong stirring of the gas phase, as shown in Figure 7d. There was no clear water/oil interface. The mixed entrainment took a long time to separate.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** Four mechanisms of liquid entrainment with an oil–oil viscosity of 50 cSt for (a) $Q = 50 \text{ mL/min}$; (b) $Q = 100 \text{ mL/min}$; (c) $Q = 250 \text{ mL/min}$ and (d) $Q = 4000 \text{ mL/min}$.

In summary, entrainment in the oil phase was mainly produced via mechanisms (a) microscale entrainment, (b) mesoscale entrainment, (c) large-scale entrainment and (d) mixed entrainment with an increased gas flow rate.
3.5. Phase Distribution

Figure 8 showed the phase distribution of gas–water–oil at different viscosities and gas flow rates. With an increased gas flow rate, the frequency with which bubbles impacted the interface also increased. When the gas flow rate was increased to 500 mL/min, the bubble size increased, bubble breakage and aggregation increased, and a stable cylindrical interface formed between these two phases. When the gas flow rate was increased to 1500 mL/min, the cylindrical interface became unstable. When it was increased to 4000 mL/min, the interface disappeared, and the two phases were completely mixed. At the same gas flow rate, with an increased oil viscosity, the interface was more stable and fluctuated less; similarly, less water entrainment occurred (50–100 mL/min), the bubble column became more narrow and stable (500–1500 mL/min), and the two phases mixed less thoroughly (4000 mL/min).

![Gas–liquid–liquid distribution with different gas flow rates and different silicone oil viscosities.](image)

**Figure 8.** Gas–liquid–liquid distribution with different gas flow rates and different silicone oil viscosities.

The height of the water–oil interface changed as the bubble crossed the water–oil interface and was defined as the difference between the height of static water–oil interface and the interface height when bubbles had just separated from the water–oil interface. The jet height, \( h \), could be measured from the high-speed images shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Measuring method of water–oil interface jet height.

Figure 10 shows the jet height of the water–oil interface caused by rising bubbles. The interface was impinged with continuous single bubbles when the gas flow rate was less than $Q_1$, $Q_2$, and $Q_3$ for different oils. When the gas flow rate was increased beyond $Q_i$, the aggregation between bubbles was improved, thus, the impingement was changed by multiple bubbles and the jet height was also substantially increased. The stability of the water–oil interface was enhanced, and the $Q_i$ was also increased with increasing viscosity of the oil phase.

![Figure 9. Measuring method of water–oil interface jet height.](image)

![Figure 10. Jet height with different gas flow rates.](image)
When the gas flow rate was less than $Q_i$, the jet height and gas flow rate showed a certain linear relationship and the slope approximated to 0.01. The intercept, $b$, was related to viscosity and decreased with an increase in oil phase viscosity. When the gas flow rate was greater than $Q_i$, the jet height increased exponentially with an increase in gas flow rate. The exponential factor approximated to 0.01 and the coefficient $K$ changed slightly with the increase in oil phase viscosity. The relationship between $h$ and $Q$ could be approximately expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    h &\approx 0.01Q + b \quad (Q < Q_i) \\
    h &\approx K(Q - Q_i)^{0.6} \quad (Q > Q_i)
\end{align*}
\]

4. Conclusions

Through observation of the phenomenon of bubbles crossing the water–air interface under cold-water model conditions, we deduced the following:

1. The second phase (oil phase) can reduce the rise rate of a bubble as it passes through the liquid–liquid interface. The greater the viscosity, the more time required for a bubble to pass through the interface.

2. The bubble rise rate decreases sharply as it crosses the interface because it must overcome interfacial tension and viscous drag during this process. Therefore, when the atmospheric amount is used, the bubble is mainly affected by the “liquid column” and deformation during ascension. The velocity distribution is M-shaped at this time.

3. Phase entrainment can occur via four mechanisms, and increasing the viscosity of the second phase (oil phase) can suppress the generation of the fine entrained phase.
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